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—--

More mapping resources

● Datawrapper 101 training video

● Journalist’s Toolbox mapping resources

● Toolbox Datawrapper maps training video

—-----

EXERCISE 1: Choropleth Map: US Counties

Start here by downloading this data slugged Datawrapper COVID counties from this public
folder: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1yerJDT8-H34X5orfEgTZU8OccqjEqnAQ

Then open Datawrapper and choose maps from the Create new project folder.

Then choose the Choropleth Map option on the left side of the page. Now start the build:

1. Select USA-Counties (2022) from the list of map templates (should be on the first
screen or search for it)

2. Load the dataset into the map (note some read columns are special PR codes. Not an
issue)

3. Go to the Match tab and change Values from Column E to Column G (rate). Click the
bar to the right side of Column G and make sure Values is selected from the bottom of
pulldown menu. (see image below)
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4. Proceed to color palette and set to this: Steps, Natural Breaks (Jenks), categories at 5
and the red-yellow palette, the second from the top of the pulldown menu. (See
settings below). Make sure the top setting, Select Column, is set to cases average per
100k

5. Under Annotate, add headline, byline, etc. Here’s the link to the source data from the
NY Times to drop in the Link to Data field: https://github.com/nytimes/covid-19-data
.Here’s how it all should look:

https://github.com/nytimes/covid-19-data




6. Now let’s fix the tooltips so it shows the right information when you scroll over the
counties. Turn on the tooltips toggle at the bottom of the Annotate tab (see image
above). Then delete the GEOID code from the top field and hit the blue +county
button at the bottom to sub in the name of the county. That way people will see the
county name and the data when they roll over the county on the map.

—-----

EXERCISE 2 : Symbol (Spike) Maps

1. Download the 2016 population per square mile data in this folder:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1yerJDT8-H34X5orfEgTZU8OccqjEqnAQ
Log-in to Datawrapper.de and select Maps from the top pulldown menu.

2. Select the Symbol Maps template in the middle of the page
3. Select US States Map. It’ll ask you how you want to import. Select Longitude/Latitude

since you have it in the sheet.
4. Click on the “Alternatively, click here to upload a spreadsheet” and select the sheet

you had downloaded.
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5. Select click on the latitude tab when it asks which column you want. Then click
longitude. (Alternatively, when it asks you which column to locate the data, you can
choose the city column … not state)

6. Hit the blue Go button.
7. Once it settles into the Refine tab, use the settings in the image below: Spike button

on right side and Size by: 2016 population density map per sqm

8. You may notice that no data appears when you hover over the spikes. Scroll down to
the Tooltips section and set the fields accordingly so the data appears:



9. Now we need to title it. Under the Annotate tab, enter:

a. Headline: 2016 Population Density Per Square Mile in Major US Cities
b. Note: The height of the spikes shows the population estimate for 2016 for the

bigger US cities.
c. Source: US Census Bureau
d. Alternative description: Map of 2016 Population Per Square Mile in Major US

Cities
e. Also turn on the Map Labels at the bottom of the tab and move the slider to 8

or 10 to ID some cities and give scale

More on spike maps from Datawrapper: https://blog.datawrapper.de/spikemaps/

—-----

EXERCISE 3: Locator Maps

https://blog.datawrapper.de/spikemaps/


We’ll build some 3D locator maps in areas around the US just follow along as Mike
walks you through it live or on the training video.

—-----

EXERCISE 4: How to Make Your Own GEOJSON Files

GEOJSON.io
https://geojson.io/
Draw your own shapefiles, export and load into a map.

1. Zoom and draw a triangle over Nebraska
2. Enter properties below but use your own name:

3. Save as a GEOJSON (save pulldown in upper left)

4. Upload the file into the mapping software

5. Presto! You have your shape in your map. (If you’re on Google MyMaps, you can
freehand draw the shape right on the map using the Draw a Line or Shape tool.)

—-----------

Readings on Maps from John Keefe of the NY Times

1. When maps shouldn’t be maps:
https://web.archive.org/web/20120729005425/http://www.ericson.net/content/2011/10/
when-maps-shouldnt-be-maps/
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